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81. INTRODUCTION 
THE PURPOSE of this paper is to prove formulas (Theorems 1.1 and 1.2) which relate the 
e-invariant of Adams [l] of an element u E ~l,+~+r (S”+r) to the e-invariant of the rth order 
Hopf invariant H,(r) E rr,+k+l (S’“+i). We shall define the e invariants eR and ec in $2, 
following Adams. The rth Hopf invariant of James is defined in terms of a map 
H,: QS”+’ + !AY”+‘. 
The restriction of H, to S” is null homotopic for r > 1, so H,(a) is an obstruction to repre- 
senting c( as a suspension. In a range of dimensions, Hz(u) is a complete obstruction, and 
modulo odd order elements, is a complete obstruction (this is the famous EHP sequence). 
We refer the reader to [4] for details. 
THEOREM 1.1. If k is odd, and n is even, and 
n + k + 1 > rn + 1, ec(H,.(x)) = (- l)r+ir(n-2)i2(r(k’1)‘2 - l)ec(a) 
if r > 1. If k, n, r are all odd, e,(H,(a)) = 0. 
Remark. The factor (rck+“‘* - 1) is sufficient to make the p-torsion part of e&H,(z)) 
vanish if p does not divide r. 
THEOREM~.~. Assumer>l,n+k+l>m+l. 
If k 2 7 mod 8, (r - l)n z 0 mod 8, n even 
or k - 3 mod 8, (r - I)n = 0 mod 8, n even 
e,(fl,(a)) = (- l)r+1r(n-2)/2 (r(k+1)!2 - l)e,(a) 
If k c 7 mod 8, (r - 1)n G 4 mod 8, n even 
e,(H,.(a)) = (- l)‘+’ jr(n-2)iZ (r(kf1)/2 - l)e,@) 
If k s 3 mod 8, (r - 1)n E 4 mod 8, n even 
e,(H,(a)) = (- l)r+12r(n-2)/2 (rck+l)/* - l)e,(r) 
If k - (r - 1)n = 1 mod 8, n even 
d,(H,(4) = (- 1) 
r+l,.(n-2)/2 (k+l)/2 
(r - l)e,tu). 
t The author is an -4lfred P. Sloan fellow. 
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We give two types of application for these theorems, both using the EHP-sequence 
with r = 2. 
An element Y of the stable k-stem is said to be able to be defined down to dimension n 
if it is the suspension of an element of ~l,+~ (S”). If k = 4 . 2’0 - 1, a odd and Y is the gener- 
ator of the image of the J-homomorphism, according to Adams {l], eR(x) = 2-3-‘b, where 
b is a fraction with odd positive numerator and denominator. 
TIIEOR.EM 1.3. If a is odd, the generator of the image of the J-homomorphism in the 
k = (4.2’~ - 1) stem cannot be defined below dimension 
2j + 9 if j = 2 mod 4 
2j + 7ifj $ 2mod4,j # 0, k+ 7 
5 ifj = 0, k # 3. 
THEOREM 1.4. If P: ~L~+~+~(S~“~‘) + qtkfl(S”) is the Whitehead product, and u E 
nJl+k+ l(S 2nt1), with eR(Co = +, then P(E) # 0 if k = 2’6 - 1, b odd, k - n= I, 3,7 mod 8, 
n>j+4,j=Omod8 
The proof of 1.3 follows from 1.1 and 1.2 by noticing that if z is defined on s”’ ‘, CL 
cannot be defined below S”’ 1 if e,(H,(x>> # 0 or if ec(H,(cr)) # 0. 
The proof of 1.4 follows from the fact that P(a) = 0 if and only if r = Hz(b) for some 
B E x,+~+~(S.+‘), and observing which values of eR(P) or e&) can occur. 
Peter Hoffman has given some unstable results on the e-invariant in [6]. The 2-primary 
part of his results can be obtained from our Theorems 1.1 and 1.2 as follows. If c1 E 
E~,,,_~(.S~“), ff,(Er) = 0, where C denotes suspension. Thus, it follows from 1.1 that 
2”-1ec(r) = 0. If tz E t?z - 2 mod(J), k E 7 nro@), so we can apply 1.2 and obtain 
2”-2 et(x) = 0, since ec(c[) = eR@) in this case. This proves the 2-primary part of Hoffman’s 
Theorem I. 
Mark Mahowald has kindly called too the author’s attention to results which appear 
in [7]. Through the metastable range, our Theorem 1.4 is covered by Mahowald’s Theorem 
e. Beyond the metastable range, our results appear to be new. In our Theorem 1.3, when 
j z 3 mad(4), the smallest dimensional sphere upon which any eIement with the correct 
e-invariant to be the generator of the image of J can be defined is S5+2b+*‘, where j + 1 = 
4~ + b, 0 < b < 3. This is an improvement on our result in this case. 
s2. THE E-IXVAFUANT 
This section is a review of the known properties of the e-invariant. 
Suppose that 5~: S ‘mk --f S” where k is odd, m even. Let C(a) be the mapping cone of c(. 
Then if kfl, H’(C(c();Z)=O if if0, M, m+k+ 1, and 
H”(C(z); Z) = z = H” +k+l (C(u); Z). 
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Similarly, &‘(C(r,) = 2 @Z. Choose a generator < which restricts to the generator 
of Rc”(Sm). Let C be the image of the generator of the image of Kco(Sm+kil). Then 
ckJ<), ~h~,+~+~,,~(l) are integral, and generate the corresponding cohomology groups. 
By naturality, C&~(C) = 0. Let c$,+~+~)~~(<) = e,(r)ch~,+,,,,,,([). Then et(r) is well 
defined modulo integers, so e,(x) E Q/Z is an invariant of 1. Notice that e,(C’x) = e,(g), 
so that e&l) depends only upon the stable class of r. 
Another, and for our purposes more useful, definition of e,(r) can be given by the use 
of the Adams operations. From the Chern character, we see that we can write $‘([) as 
s ““< + ,D,(x)[. From the relationship between the Chern character and li/“, we see that 
/lJrl) = (~(“‘+~~l)” - s”“)e,(c~), or that 
et(z) s s-tn/2(s(kt1J~2 _ l)-liz,(x), 
provided s (k+lJ’Z # 1. In particular, this shows that s-~‘~(s(~~‘)‘~ - l)-‘,~,(rr) does not 
depend on s, if we fix 5, and does not depend upon either s or 5 modulo integers. 
When m, k have certain residue classes modulo 8, one can use real K-theory to gain 
further information about e,(y), and sometimes to define a finer invariant, eR(E). 
PROPOSITION 2.1. et(r) = I) ifk = 5 mod 8. 
Proof: We may assume, suspending if necessary, that TV = 0 moJ8. Then R,“(C(z)) = Z 
so that 5 is the complexification of an element iR. The Adams operations commute with 
complexification, so 11/“(t) = sml*<. 
PROPOSITION 2.2. If k = 3 mod 8, m = 0 mod 8, then ;l,(rl) is well defined modulo 
2SmlZ ( S(k+ 1 )I2 - 1). 
Proof. Since in this case, s * is the complexification of a class tR, but the complexifi- 
cation of CR is 21. 
If k = 3 mod 8, we can define eR(rl) = $s-~/ (s(~‘~)‘~ - I)-‘,u,(x). Then 2e,(cz) = et(a). 
We define eR(z) = et(z) if k = 7 mod 8. 
If k E 1 mod 8, we can see from reasoning similar to that in 2.1 that if u*: RRm(Sm) + 
g,m(,Sm+k) = Zz is trivial, et(u) = 0. Adams defines d,(a) = 0 if the map z* is 0, dR(a) = 4 
if the map X* is not zero. 
PROPOX~ION 2.3. Zf k = 1 mod 8, et(r) = dR(() 
Proof. Both classes are either 0 or +, so it suffices to show that the vanishing of one 
implies the vanishing of the other. We have already seen that dR(r) = 0 implies e,-(a) = 0. 
Suppose that et(r) = 0. Since k + 1 is not divisible by 4, we may use the Adams 
operation Ij/-l = complex conjugation to define Q(Y) Then < can be chosen so that 
$-‘(~) = < if e,-(r) = 0 Thus < is the image of a class in i?&(C(r)), where SC refers to the 
K-theory based on self-conjugate bundles. Since KRi -+ K& is an isomorphism if i = 0, - 1, 
we see that z* = 0 in K,-theory if and only if E* = 0 in Ksc-theory. But if X* # 0 in KS,- 
theory, 5 cannot be the image of an element in I?~c(C(z)). Thus d,(g) = 0. 
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93. THE GROUPS K~*(fLS”+‘) 
If K* is any representable multiplicative cohomology theory with a unit 1 E K’(point), 
let G,+1 = Yfl (1) E P+l(Sn+l), where 2 denotes the suspension isomorphism. We write 
K* for K*(point). Then I?*(S’Pl) is a free K* module with generator G”+,. 
Let 5, = E:-li,*+,(~,+,) E R”(fX”“), where in+l: CR.Snf’ -+ s”” is the adjoint to the 
identity map. 
THEOREN 3.1. K*(RSnf’) is the K* module generated by all formal expressions 
Z-,H,*(r,,) where k, E K*. 
Proof. If we look at the usual spectral sequence connecting H*(RS”+’ ;K*) with 
K*(RS”+‘), (see [2], [3]) and use the fact that the theorem is true for H*, we can see that 
the spectral sequence collapses. (Notice that this is true when Q.S”+’ is replaced by Smfl, 
and that the spectral sequence commutes with maps and suspensions.) From this the result 
follows from Milnor’s theorem [5] on the generalized cohomology of infinite complexes. 
COROLLARY 3.2. Kco(QSf’) @ IY~-~(Q.S”~‘) is torsion free, and 
is iujective. 
ch: Kco(!2Yf1) @ KC-1(i2Sn+‘) -+ H**(ilS”+‘; Q) 
If n is even, we have ch(t,‘) = r! ch(H,*(t,,)), and ch(r,) has no component except in 
degree n (this is true for g,+l, so by naturality, it is true for T,). Thus, if Ic/’ is the tth Adams 
operation, rl/‘(tJ = t”j2r,. 
PROPOSITION 3.3. If n is ecen, H,*(t,,) = lr(5,) + P~,~(T,), where pr,” is a polycomial of 
degree r with rational coefficients. 
Proof. We have r ! Hr*(~nr) = T,,‘. From the Newton polynomials ti’(x) = l’(x)J/‘- ‘(X) - 
i.2(x)Ic/‘-2(X) + * *. + (- l)r-lr;Cr(X), one obtains the formula inductively. 
We give explicit formuIas for the tist few pn, ~. 
(3.4) H,*(r,,) = 2ni2-%, + ;.‘(z,) 
(3.5) H3*(TJn) = 2n’2-27,2 - 3n’2-15,, + J.‘(s,) 
(3.6) &*(T+) = 2”‘2- 'Tn3 - (3”‘2-1 + 2n-3)7n2 + 4”“- '5, + A4(T,,). 
More generally, there is the formula 
(3.7) K*(L) = (- 1) rrn!2-1~, + x(T,) modulo T,~. 
If n = 0 mod 8, the map KRo(RSn+l) + Kco(!2S”“) is injective, but not surjective. 
The image of H,*(T~~) will be divisible by 2 when r is odd. 
If n is odd, K~‘(RS+‘) will be generated, up to completion, by the T, H,*(T,,) for r 
even, with T, H,*(T,,) = T(, + 1 jn if r is even. Clearly, rc/'(~J = t(ni1)i2~n. 
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Suppose that I: SnCrtb --f Snil, n even. k odd. Let C(r) be the mapping cone of 2, 
C(z’) the mapping of the adjoint 3’: Snck --f QS”‘” of ~1. We have a commutative diagram 
in which the rows are cofibrations 
S ntk+I & yfl d qr) ._L ~ntk+Z 
'I tjn+l t in II 
s"+k+'~ CRS"f'- qz') _j, sn+kfZ 
:! 1W 1- =fr // 
S ntkfl %(~)',~~y,t' --_ZC(H,(r)')~~ Snfkf2 
I/ 
1 jr,+ 1 
&+k+l H,(z) ymtl 
1 Lfl " 
- C(H,(a)) --=!-+ 
sniki2 
Choose generators 5 E Kc”(CC(z)), K E Kco(TX(H,.(z))) which restrict to a,,, E EC0 
(S”i2), cm+2 E RcO(Sln+* ) respectively. Let 1; stand for j*(~,,+~+~) in either Kc”(CC(cl)) or 
&‘(CC(H,(r)). Let ‘I!‘(<) = 2”12+‘5 + ~1~ [, Y2(K) = 2”‘j2 “K + v2 [. 
If x is the complex periodicity, let <’ = n-‘Z-zi~+l(<), K’ = n-‘C-2i~_l(~), 
*’ = F 
i4.1) 
.-‘Ze2([). Then we obtain 
P([‘) = 2ni2{’ + &A2 [’ 
(4.2) Yf/z(K’) = 2’““K’ + $Jl. [’ 
Since H,*(T,,+ 1) = rcne2)“Tn + j.r(5,) modulo T,‘, we must have 
(4.3) H,*(K’) E (_ l)rr@-2)/2 c’ + A?((‘> + f i’ mod (<‘)I, 
where f is an integer. 
We have (c’)’ = 0, since it is the image of a class in Kc”(S”+kil). Thus, if A(<‘) = 
II + u, where deg(u) = n, deg(c) = n + k + 1, u is a multiple of ch([‘), so ch(j’[‘) = uch([‘). 
But in degree 2~ + k + 1, H*(C(x’); Q) --) H*(RS”+‘; Q) is an isomorphism. Thus 
ch(t;‘c’) = 0, or 5’1’ = 0. Thus V?(t’)2 = (Yr(~‘))2 = r”(<‘)*. 
According to the Newton polynomial, 
(- I)“rl”(<‘) = -Y(<‘) + t’Y_‘(e’) - i.2(<‘)Yr-z(t;‘) + . . . 
Inductively, if Y(t’) = rni2<’ + i_a, [‘, (- l)““A’(~‘) z r (“-2)12<’ + 1/2r A, [’ mod(c’)2. Note 
that 2”“(2 (kf1)‘2 - 1).4, = rnj2 (rck+‘)” - l)~, thus we have 
H,*(K’) z (( - l)r!n-2)/2 A, + (- I)‘+’ r(“-2)/2)ir + (( _ l)‘+’ 2r +f)c’ 
or 
H,*(K’) = (( - I)“+’ 
4 
5 +f)[’ modulo (r’)2. 
Thus 
4 Y”H,*(K’) F 2(“+k+1)/2((- I)‘+’ 2r +J”)[’ module (<‘)2. 
However, 
A, Hr*(Y2(K’)) =2”“‘((_ l)‘+’ 5 +f)+*v2. 
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Thus we have 
y/2&_ *)‘+I 2 +f) + iv2 = 2(“+k+1)/2((- 1y+’ g +fP1 _ 2 
= 2W(2W+t-(r-l)nl _ I)((_ 1)“” 2 +f), 
Since e,(H,(z)) = 2-“‘12(21(k+1-‘-1)n1 - 1)-l. +vz, 
A, 
e&(E)) = ( - l>‘+ 1 5 + J 
But +a, = ?“2(r(k+1)‘Z - I)e,(a). Thus e,(H,(E)) = (- l)ri1~(n-2~2(r(k”)~~ - 1) et(z). 
The refinements for e,(H,(z)) are straightforward, and left to the reader. 
Next, consider the case where k, n, r are all odd. We have Rc’(C(r’)) -+ I?c”(QFf’) 
an isomorphism, and &‘(C(u’)) z R,‘(Qs”“) @I?,‘(S”k”). Similarly, &‘(C(H,(rx)‘)) 
E j&l(,,r”+l) ~Q(s”+k”). 
Choose 5, K as before, and let 5’ E KF’(C(a’)), K’ E K<‘(C(H,(ct)‘)) be their images. We 
again have formulas 
Y’2(<‘) = 2(n+l)/zr’ + ‘L(? [’ 
y2(K’) = p”+1)/2K’ + “2 [’ 
H,*(d) = 5’H:-l(z,_l) +fi’ 
Let p = H,*L~(T,_~). Then Y”(p) = 2 c(r-1)‘21p. Thus, computing Y2H,*(k-‘) = H,*(Y2(~‘)), 
PH,“(K’) = 2 (rn+l’lZ~~~ + 2(n+k+2)/2j-y 
jq*(y+‘)) = 2(r”+1)/25fp + (2(‘“+9-+ Vz)<’ 
Thus v2 = (2(“+k+2)/2 - 2(‘“+1)‘2)f, or e&H(a)) =f~ Z. 
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